Index_______________
BIOS National Pipe Organ Register

 1. Building Name ___________________________________________________ Survey Date  __________
 2. Address       ___________________________________________________________________________
    Town/Village  ________________________________________  County  _________________________
 3. Denomination/Secular/Domestic________________________Postcode___________Gridref___________
 4. Known Builders. Give name and address (as on nameplate) and date of work.
  (a) _________________________________________________________________________  Year________
  (b) _________________________________________________________________________  Year________
  (c) _________________________________________________________________________  Year________
  (d) _________________________________________________________________________  Year________
    Maintained [ ] by ____________________________________________ Playable [ ]  Unusable [ ]
 5. Casework      Architectural [ ] Pipe Rack [ ] Other______________________________________
    Designer ___________________________________  Posn within bldng _________________________
    Date (Yr) ________     Remarks___________________________________________________________
     ________________________________________________________________________________________
     ________________________________________________________________________________________
 6. Details of Departments, action and compass.
 (Action type: TR, TP, EP, EL (for tracker, tubular, electro-pneumatic, electric) or specify.
       Name of Department      Key Action   Stop Action  Enclosed (Y/N)   Compass
  Ped  _____________________   __________   ___________            __     from _____  to_____
  I    _____________________   __________   ___________            __     from _____  to_____
  II   _____________________   __________   ___________            __     from _____  to_____
  III  _____________________   __________   ___________            __     from _____  to_____
  IV (Top)__________________   __________   ___________            __     from _____  to_____
 7. Pedalboard - Straight [ ] Flat [ ] Radiating [ ] Concave [ ] Other_______________________
    Tuning - Eq Tmp [ ] Other________________________ Pitch (A=)_____________________________
    Blower - Electric [ ] Hand [ ] Other ____________  
 8. Console Description______________________________________________________________________
	Console Type -    Attached [ ]  Detached [ ] En fenetre [ ] Mobile [ ]
	Stop type -       Drawstop [ ] Tab [ ] Other ___________________
    Stop labels -     Ivory [ ] Wood [ ] Metal [ ] Plastic [ ] Other ________________________
    Stop label text - Copperplate [ ] Gothic [ ] Roman [ ] Sans Serif [ ] Other_________________
 9. Couplers
    From Department  at pitch    to Department       From Department  at pitch  to Department
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
    _____________  _____________  ____________       _____________  _____________  __________
10. Accessories (Combination pistons, balanced swell pedals etc)
	Department
    __________  _____________________________________________________________________________
    __________  _____________________________________________________________________________
    __________  _____________________________________________________________________________
    __________  _____________________________________________________________________________
    __________  _____________________________________________________________________________
Please give details of builders, Department names and stop names exactly as written on label plates.	NPOR/10/07

11. Stoplist (Give stop-knobs/keys as on console)
For each stop, give name, footage and any builder code/note; for mixture give name, ranks and composition. Wind pressures can be given if available. Include tremulants here. Add additional sheets (labelled) as necessary.
 Department __________________________________    Department ________________________________
 Stopname              Footage/Ranks              Stopname                 Footage/Ranks   
 __________________________________________    _____________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
Department ________________________________    Department ___________________________________      
Stopname                 Footage/Ranks              Stopname                 Footage/Ranks   
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
 __________________________________________    ______________________________________________
___________________________________________    ______________________________________________
12. Surveyor [ ] Organist [ ] Name  _________________________________________________________
    Address _________________________________________________________________________________
    ______________________________________________ Postcode_____________ Tel_________________

Please return forms to:
The NPOR Manager
Royal College of Organists, 
PO Box 7328 
NEW MILTON
BH25 9DU
 e-mail: npor@bios.org.uk
10/07









Notes for completing NPOR survey forms.

This form is intended to accommodate information about an organ that can be obtained without detailed technical knowledge. The items in shaded areas (excluding key and stop action) are considered important in obtaining a useful description, and should be the minimum submitted.

The other information requested should be supplied if you are sure of its accuracy. It is intended that most of the information can be obtained from a playing knowledge of the instrument as viewed from the console.

If you are unsure of the meaning of any heading, please read the relevant note on the reverse of this sheet.

Please supply any supporting information that you can in the form of booklets photos etc. or reference to where they can be found.
Detailed Notes


These notes are intended to help correspondents to complete the forms in a way which will make the information they contain useful, accessible and suitable for computer storage. Please record the information as accurately as possible - leaving a space blank rather than filling it in on the basis of guesswork or hearsay. If there is insufficient space on the form, please complete the detail as far as possible and then record other material on a separate sheet of paper which should be clearly labelled with the name of the organ. It is important to write clearly in order that the information may be transferred to a computer as accurately as possible. A photograph of the organ is always welcome if you have one to spare. If you already have your information in computer readable form, it may be possible for it to be input directly to the NPOR without being transcribed to survey forms. If you can provide it on floppy disc then please contact the NPOR (address as on form) to discuss the format. The notes below refer to the numbered sections of the NPOR form.

1. Enter the name of the building in which the organ stands as precisely as possible. Always state the dedication of a church. In the case of a secular building, state the room in which the organ stands. The date on which your survey was done in an important reference point.

2. The address is vital, without it the information is useless. In urban areas, please give a full postal address. For rural areas the village name, nearest town and county are important. Post codes and grid references are most helpful if known.

3. If the organ is in a church, give the denomination, otherwise describe the type of building such as private house, concert hall, school hall etc.

4. Information relating to builders may be supplied by a builders plate on the console or (less reliably) by a guidebook. There may be a donor's inscription on or near the organ which gives more information. Sometimes there will be more than one builders plate which may give a clue to the history of the organ and the guidebook may help. The original builder should be entered first (if known) and other episodes of rebuilding or major repairs set down subsequently in chronological order. The name and address of the present maintainer of the organ will be useful if known.

5. Organ cases span a range from  architectural, which may have towers and flats, often ornamented by carved structural woodwork and decorated pipeshades, to a simple pipe rack facade with plain or decorated pipes but with the tops of the pipes exposed. The category other is for instruments which do not easily fit either end of the range.

The position of the instrument within the building should be given and, if there are multiple cases, then the position of each should be noted. If it is known whether the designer of the case was the organ builder or some other person then this should be entered. Often a new instrument is installed in an earlier case; if this is so then the date of the case should be given, if known. There is a field, called remarks, for any additional information on the case.

6. By department we mean Great Organ, Swell Organ etc. There is space for three manuals and pedals which will accommodate the great majority of organs. Use extra sheets if necessary. Under Compass please record the top and bottom notes of the keyboards (and pedalboard). Use the system which denotes the customary (on a 56 or 61 note keyboard) lowest note of the keyboard (C 8ft) as C, the octave above (tenor c) as c, middle c as c1, treble c as c2, top c as c3 and its octave as c4. The notes in the octave above each of these c's follow the same system, thus a typical 56 note manual would be represented as C to g3 and a 32 note pedalboard as C to g1. The column headed action is for the recording of the mechanism type by which the key action is transmitted to the pallets, the key action, and that by which the stops are operated, the stop action. Only make an entry if you are certain and be careful to distinguish in the case of pneumatics between tubular-pneumatic (TP) and electro-pneumatic (EP). Watch out for pedals using a different action from the manuals. Use the abbreviations supplied where possible. Enter Y or N in the enclosed column, depending on whether or not the pipes for the department in question are enclosed in a swell box.

7. Tick the box which corresponds to the pedalboard type or fill in the type after other. Tick the boxes for the blowing methods available or fill in other. If the pitch is known, please write like A=440. Similarly the tuning scheme may be given, this is especially useful when not equal temperament.

8. Much can be learned about the history of an organ from the shape, material and lettering of the stop knobs. Tick the boxes which best describe the type on the organ being studied or write a brief description under other. Description should identify the main features of the console; eg. en fenetre, detached, square or angled jambs etc.

9. Couplers should be shown in the form Swell Octave Great or Great Pedal as appropriate. There is space for 18 but a separate sheet of paper may be used if needed.

10. Record combination pistons, balanced swell pedals and other aids to the player under this section. Specify the departments to which they apply. Tremulants should be entered in the stoplist.

11. Give each department in turn, carefully listing the stop names, including tremulants, as they appear on the stop knobs or keys - together with their pitches (or number of ranks in the case of mixtures). The stop names should always use the spelling on the knobs; however where this is not the usual   spelling, "Sic" should be entered at the end of this field. If any of the stops are of short compass, make a note of this by recording the lowest note (eg from c). Use an additional sheet of paper if necessary.

12. Please fill in your name, address and, if possible, a telephone number in this section.	

Though not specifically asked for on the form, any additional information which you are able to contribute about the history of the organ and its organists would be welcome on an accompanying sheet of paper.



